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Bubble formation during decompression of andesitic melts
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ABstrACt
Bubble formation during continuous decompression from ~400 to ~70 MPa was investigated
experimentally in hydrous andesitic melts at T = 1030 °C and at an oxygen fugacity (fO2) of about
log(fO2/bar) = QFM+1 (QFM: quartz-fayalite-magnetite buffer). Experiments were carried out at variable decompression rates (r), ranging from 0.0005 to 0.1 MPa/s. The samples were directly quenched
r on the bubble formation. The
effect of variable annealing times (tA) after decompression was also investigated for experiments
performed at a decompression rate of 0.1 MPa/s. These samples were annealed for tA = 0 to 72 h at
fast ascent. Backscattered electron (BSE) images of the samples were analyzed to determine bubble
number densities (BND).
The BND values increase strongly with increasing r and vary from about 102.2 mm–3 at 0.0005
MPa/s to about 104.6 mm–3 at 0.1 MPa/s. After fast decompression (r ~ 0.1 MPa/s), the BND decrease
tA, i.e., from ~104.6 mm–3 at tA = 0 h to ~102.9 mm–3 at tA = 72 h. A comparison of
the derived BND values with recently published experimental data demonstrates the essential role
of the decompression path on bubble formation. The BND are higher in experiments with multi- or
single-step decompression when compared to continuous decompression. The new data show that
H2O-undersaturated andesitic melts are characterized by 1 to 2 log units higher BND values than H2Ocomposition on bubble nucleation. This compositional effect is not predicted accurately by existing
models and the interpretation of the vesicularity of dacitic to andesitic melts may lead to overestimations of magma ascent rates by about an order of magnitude.
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introduCtion
Decompression induced degassing of a magma is a key factor controlling the style of a volcanic eruption (e.g., review of
Sparks et al. 1994). Thus, a good knowledge of bubble forming
processes in magmatic systems is a prerequisite to improve our
understanding of hazardous, explosive eruptions and pyroclastic
flows (see review of Sparks et al. 1994). However, experimental
data at geologically relevant conditions in magmatic systems are
rare, especially at low, constant decompression rates (r). Continuous decompression experiments, aiming to understand the
formation of bubbles in silicate melts, are typically performed
at r > 0.02 MPa/s (e.g., Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte 2004;
Cichy et al. 2011; Gondé et al. 2011), while in natural systems
r is often <0.02 MPa/s, depending on the eruptive style (e.g.,
Cashman 2004). Additionally, the experimental data available
in literature to model bubble formation and growth are limited
to rhyolitic melt compositions (e.g., Mourtada-Bonnefoi and
Laporte 1999, 2002, 2004; Mangan and Sisson 2000; Mangan
et al. 2004a; Hamada et al. 2010; Cichy et al. 2011; Gondé et
al. 2011), while no information on the behavior of more mafic
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or depolymerized melts exists.
In this study, continuous decompression experiments were
carried out to explore the bubble nucleation and growth in an
andesitic melt and the results are compared to existing data for
rhyolitic melts. The experimental approach chosen in this study
simulates the formation of bubbles in an initially bubble- and
crystal-free melt, thus enabling the interpretation of homogeneous bubble nucleation. The compiled experiments cover a
wide range of r (0.0005 to 0.1 MPa/s). We demonstrate that the
decompression path (continuous decompression vs. multi-step
decompression) and the initial H2O contents (H2O-saturated vs.
H2O-undersaturated) are crucial parameters for the interpretation
of bubble number densities (BND).

experimentAl proCedure And AnAlytiCAl metHod
Experimental procedures
To investigate the effect of r and tA (annealing time) on bubble formation
and on bubble number densities (i.e., the number of bubbles per unit volume) in
andesitic melts, the distribution of bubbles in selected experimental products from
a previous study by Fiege et al. (2014) on sulfur distribution between melts and
fluids has been investigated.
The experimental strategy applied by Fiege et al. (2014) was as follows: In
the first step, a synthetic anhydrous glass with a composition corresponding to the
Krakatau andesite (Mandeville et al. 1996) was prepared by melting a mixture of
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